Simple and Comprehensive Solution for Android Devices
Seqrite MDM is a simple yet powerful platform for managing and monitoring Android mobile devices
within your enterprise. It protects devices from malicious threats and offers advanced features like App
Management to update, blacklist, and whitelist apps, network data monitoring to monitor data usage
over Wi-Fi and mobile network, location tracking to track device and wipe sensitive organizational data
remotely in case the device is lost or stolen. It enables policy enforcement based on location and time.
Over-the-air enrolment makes setup easy, quick and economical. Seqrite MDM has unique modes such
as Kiosk Mode and Launcher Mode to restrict app usage to only single app or selective apps
respectively. Ability to troubleshoot and provide technical support with remote device control.
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Why Seqrite Mobile Device Management?
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Comprehensive Mobile Security and Anti-theft
Seqrite MDM is a cloud-based platform which gives complete protection for mobile devices and helps to
locate, lock or wipe entire data on the device in case it is lost or stolen. Seqrite MDM ensures complete
safety of organizational sensitive information even if the device falls in the hands of an unknown person.

App Management
Seqrite MDM offers complete App Management which allows users to download apps via enterprise app
store, get a detailed summary of installed apps along with their versions. Blacklisting and whitelisting
helps to allow usage of authorized apps which are allowed for use in the enterprise environment.

Seqrite Launcher and Kiosk Mode
Seqrite Launcher controls the use of apps on the device and enables to conﬁgure selected apps which
are authorized for use within the organization, blocking out the rest. Kiosk Mode allows use of only single
app on the device which helps certain enterprises that wish to restrict device usage to single app.

Centralized Management Console
User friendly graphical user interface for monitoring, conﬁguring, and managing connected devices in
enterprises. Seqrite MDM enables Administrators to gain a bird’s eye view of enrolled devices and
enforce policies.

Feature Description
Device Management

App Management

Device Enrolment

App Distribution

Enrol devices in minutes via email/SMS, QR
Code, ADO or IMEI validation check against
pre-set list. Perform bulk enrolment in a single
instance via Group QR Code.

Push apps and updates from server to the mobile
devices. Also, recommend apps or restrict new app
installation.

Device Provisioning
Setup devices with required apps and settings
using default jobs and policies. Provision with
Wi-Fi, Email, or other settings.

Device Grouping
Group devices based on departments, business
functions or any other criteria. Apply policies and
restrictions based on groups.

Location Tracking
Track devices on map real-time; view historical
location data. Push policies based on Geo-Fence.

App Repository
Publish custom applications to Enterprise App Store.
Allow users to download apps on-demand through
enterprise app store.

App Control
Blacklist or whitelist apps or categories of apps.

App Management
View installed applications and versions on devices.
Software asset management.
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Feature Description
Security management

Launcher & Kiosk Mode

Antivirus

Launcher

Built-in antivirus that keeps the devices safe
from virus attacks.

Establish control over the use of apps on devices
and enable conﬁguring selected apps which are
authorized for use within organization.

Anti-theft
Remotely locate, lock, and wipe data on lost or
stolen devices. Block/ lock the device on SIM
change.

Kiosk Mode
Transform the device to use single app for
single-purpose with system kiosk mode.

Fencing and Data Monitoring

Web Security
Excellent browsing, phishing, and web protection.
Blacklist/whitelist the URLs or use
category/keyword-based blocking.

Schedule Scan
Remotely schedule a Quick Scan/Full Scan at any
time and monitor the status of enrolled devices for
security risks and infections.

Customized Reporting
Standard and custom reports which are interactive
and have graphical summaries about a wide range
of critical data such as infection status, and app
non-compliance. Provision to monitor admin
activity via Activity Logs and device action logs.

Remote Device Control

Virtual Fencing
Deﬁne digital boundaries and apply restrictions on
devices with Wi-Fi, Geo, and Time fence. Create
multiple fence groups and apply policy restrictions.

Network Data Monitoring
Monitor data usage over Mobile, Wi-Fi networks.
Detailed reports on apps/devices consuming the
most amount of data. Details of calls/SMS/MMS
sent and received on enterprise devices.

Device Security Policies
Enhanced security with multiple default policies,
which can be customized for compliance. Policies
are framed around password, device, device
application, app security, ADO security, etc.

Remotely troubleshoot issues by taking access of the
device on ﬁeld. With this feature, the Admin can view
and control the device screen, take screenshots, and
access ﬁles and folders. These actions are device
speciﬁc.

Compatible with: Android 4.4 and above
Experience the best-in-class solutions offered by
Seqrite and how they can address the security
challenges of your enterprise. Boost your cybersecurity,
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